In Brief
Peak shift, positive and negative patterning are perceived as relatively complex forms of learning, involving the integration of multiple stimuli with opposite meanings. Peng and Chittka show that a neuronal model of the bee mushroom body circuitry with simple learning rules can account for these multiple forms of learning in the olfactory domain.
SUMMARY
Honeybees are models for studying how animals with relatively small brains accomplish complex cognition, displaying seemingly advanced (or ''nonelemental'') learning phenomena involving multiple conditioned stimuli. These include ''peak shift'' [1] [2] [3] [4] -where animals not only respond to entrained stimuli, but respond even more strongly to similar ones that are farther away from non-rewarding stimuli. Bees also display negative and positive patterning discrimination [5] , responding in opposite ways to mixtures of two odors than to individual odors. Since Pavlov, it has often been assumed that such phenomena are more complex than simple associate learning. We present a model of connections between olfactory sensory input and bees' mushroom bodies [6] , incorporating empirically determined properties of mushroom body circuitry (random connectivity [7] , sparse coding [8] , and synaptic plasticity [9, 10] ). We chose not to optimize the model's parameters to replicate specific behavioral phenomena, because we were interested in the emergent cognitive capacities that would pop out of a network constructed solely based on empirical neuroscientific information and plausible assumptions for unknown parameters. We demonstrate that the circuitry mediating ''simple'' associative learning can also replicate the various non-elemental forms of learning mentioned above and can effectively multi-task by replicating a range of different learning feats. We found that PN-KC synaptic plasticity is crucial in controlling the generalizationdiscrimination trade-off-it facilitates peak shift and hinders patterning discrimination-and that PN-to-KC connection number can affect this trade-off. These findings question the notion that forms of learning that have been regarded as ''higher order'' are computationally more complex than ''simple'' associative learning.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Based on structural and functional characteristics of the insect olfactory pathway, we built a three-layer neuronal network model ( Figure 1A ) to test whether such simple circuits can reproduce empirical behavioral results. The bee olfactory pathway (Figure S1 ) recruits a divergence-convergence structure where $800-900 projection neurons (PNs) expand onto $170,000 Kenyon cells (KCs), and these are then read out by $400 mushroom body extrinsic neurons (ENs). The connections between projection neurons and Kenyon cells are relatively sparse: each Kenyon cell is thought to be innervated by approximately ten projection neurons [8] , and connections are random in Drosophila [7] , a property that we adopt here for bees. With a biologically realistic PN-KC neuronal number ratio (1:40, $500 lateral antennal lobe tract projection neurons [11] onto $20,000 clawed Kenyon cells [8] ), we generate a random connectivity matrix; each Kenyon cell receives input from five to 15 projection neurons. This connectivity can transform olfactory inputs into sparse representationsexperimental estimates for Drosophila [12] indicate that $5% of Kenyon cells are activated for any given stimulus. Moreover, a putative GABAergic feedback inhibitory pathway onto mushroom body calyces [13] may control the sparseness level of the Kenyon cell population, as suggested for locusts [14] and Drosophila [15] . We simulate feedback inhibition by selecting 5% of Kenyon cells that receive the largest summed inputs and we label these Kenyon cells as activated for each stimulus (Supplemental Experimental Procedures). To verify the efficiency of this implementation, we compare the sets of activated Kenyon cells so generated with the ones by a spiking network with a global feedback inhibition, showing that the two are almost identical ( Figure S2A ), indicating that this implementation can adequately substitute a computationally more complex spiking model. We apply a fixed level of feedback inhibition in the model; it is, however, possible that this feedback pathway is also subject to learning-related plasticity [16, 17] .
The convergence between the putative reward pathway of the VUMmx1 neuron [18] and the PN-KC synapses suggests the possibility of learning-induced synaptic changes [9] . Mushroom body extrinsic neurons encode stimulus valence [10, 19] , and KC-EN synapses display learning-related plasticity [20, 21] . Thus, we expand previous models that focus on KC-EN plastic synapses [22] [23] [24] [25] by implementing plasticity among PN-KC and KC-EN synapses. We use a reward-based synaptic weight modification rule, such that for PN-KC synapses, if a stimulus is rewarded (CS+), the corresponding synapses between activated neurons will be strengthened; for a stimulus paired with punishment (CSÀ), activated synapses are weakened (Supplemental Experimental Procedures). For KC-EN synapses, the opposite is applied, as decreased extrinsic neuron response for rewarded stimulus is consistently shown in bees [20] , flies [26] , and locusts [21] ; it is, however, worth noting that in bees, the PE1 neuron could respond decreasingly [20] , whereas non-PE1 extrinsic neurons could respond increasingly [10] , to CS+. Aversive learning in Drosophila induces synaptic depression [27] , but among distinct KC-EN synapses other than the ones used for appetitive valence encoding, suggesting a separation of appetitive and aversive valence encoding among those extrinsic neurons [19] . Moreover, the insect's final behavioral decision is proposed to come from a simple integration of those different valence-encoding extrinsic neurons [19] . We thus introduce two extrinsic neurons (EN + and EN À ), one for appetitive and another for aversive value encoding. The simple learning rule for PN-KC synapses is modified here, such that rewarded and punished stimuli will lead to synaptic depression among KC-EN + and KC-EN À , respectively. Following [19] , a preference index is introduced to measure the learned response of the model.
With equal weights initially assigned for PN-KC and KC-EN synapses and a fixed Kenyon cell activation level, without learning the model scores 0% in the preference index, as the valence for positive and negative is balanced out. Plasticity will then skew the model preference, and, assuming an inhibitory link between extrinsic neurons and the motor response [20] , we view this change as a direct reflection of the final behavioral response. In other words, rewarding stimuli induce decreased extrinsic neuron responses, but finally higher preference, and vice versa for punished stimuli.
Model Input and Output
Olfactory projection neuron activation patterns forming inputs to the model are generated based on two empirical characteristics. First, honeybee olfactory inputs to antennal lobes are encoded as combinatorial glomerular activation patterns [28] . Similarly, olfactory projection neurons permeating the mushroom bodies also show a combinatorial spatial-temporal response profile [29] . Second, $50% of projection neurons are responsive to each odor [30, 31] . In terms of encoding odor identity, Kenyon cells might only use the spatial, rather than the temporal, component of projection neuron activity since Kenyon cells respond in a temporally sharpened manner [8] . It is thus plausible to model projection neuron patterns simply as a binary combinatorial code, and this simplification allows us to have precise knowledge about the similarity between different inputs. In reality, projection neuron firing patterns can be more specific and selective, and thus we recruit both binary and more complex projection neuron patterns for model testing. Following [32] , we model different inputs as partially overlapping projection neuron binary activation patterns ( Figure 1B) . The resulting similarity between stimuli is therefore proportional to the number of shared projection neurons that are activated by each stimulus; this is in accordance with evidence that similarity of antennal lobe activity patterns correlates with generalization in odor learning [33] . As a result of training, the model preference to CS+ and to CSÀ is changed significantly ( Figure 1C ; paired-sample t test, t 99, CS+ = 95.4028, t 99, CSÀ = À4.0262, p < 0.001).
Model Replicates Olfactory Peak Shift and Patterning Tasks
Honeybees, like other animals [34] , display peak shift in olfactory learning on a similarity continuum by mixtures of two odorants with different ratios [1, 3] . We assume the similarity in odors is encoded as partially overlapping projection neuron activation patterns. A set of artificial olfactory projection neuron patterns that constitutes a similarity continuum was generated (Figure S2B ). Trained with absolute and differential training procedures (Supplemental Experimental Procedures) for CS+ with reward and CSÀ with punishment ( Figure 2B ), the model is tested with all of the stimuli patterns in the input continuum. The model response closely resembles peak shift ( Figure 2A ) in honeybees [1] : after differential training, the model responds maximally to novel stimuli farther away from CSÀ than CS+, while after absolute training the peak response occurs at CS+ (also see Figure S2C ). There is also broadened generalization toward the opposite side of CSÀ, the so-called area shift [1, 35] . Peak shift has been interpreted as a form of relationship learning [4] or uncertainty coding [2] , but a standard artificial neural network model with back-propagation can reproduce this phenomenon, indicating an emergent property of a simple network [36] . We confirm this with a model based on neurobiological evidence.
We then tested the model with positive and negative patterning (equivalent to the exclusive-or/XOR problem [37] : one or the other, but not both), following the same experimental procedures as [5] . According to [38] , the olfactory compound input pattern to the honeybee antennal lobe is close to the arithmetic sum of the independent input patterns by the two odors. Moreover, odor mixture responses among projection neurons show only a slight deviation from linearity [30, 39] . We here assume the projection neuron activation pattern for an AB mixture is a linear summation of A and B odor, such that the overlapping projection neurons for an AB mixture respond additively and that the task cannot be solved by classical conditioning, e.g., the Rescorla-Wagner rule [40] . Hence, the differentiation for input A or B from its binary mixture will be a reflection of the model's capacity in solving this ''non-elemental'' problem. We employed two sets of input patterns that had different similarity and a final set of realistic projection neuron firing patterns [41] , which were used independently for training and testing of the patterning discrimination (Supplemental Experimental Procedures). In each block of training, a pseudo-random sequence of A, B (once in each block), and the AB mixture (twice in each block) was applied ( Figure 2C ). In all cases, the model reaches similar levels of preferences for inputs A and B and successfully discriminates A and B from their binary mixture (p < 0.001 in paired-sample t test for A versus AB and B versus AB). Our model exhibits positive and negative patterning discrimination, which confirms previous theoretical work [23] and shows that it can robustly deal with inputs that have various similarity levels, as well as with realistic projection neuron firing patterns. Note that the model was not optimized to replicate the above learning phenomena. Instead, peak shift and patterning discrimination emerge as the direct consequence of the model structure, which was derived from known anatomy and physiology, and from requiring parameters, e.g., learning rates, to be in a neurobiologically plausible range.
Having shown that the model can account for these behaviors, we investigated which particular features of the neuronal circuitry could explain these phenomena. The insect mushroom body circuitry resembles three-layer perceptron [37, 42] and has been proposed to work similarly as the support vector machine [43] . Thus, the transformation of dense codes among projection neurons with linear mixture summation into a much higher dimensional representation by the Kenyon cells is likely to be the key for configural coding and non-linear problem solving. We here test whether different sparseness levels among Kenyon cells for given stimuli affects the model's ability to solve patterning tasks. We show that a high sparseness level among Kenyon cells is indeed necessary to separate overlapping input, generating an inbuilt ability to solve the seemingly complex ''non-linear'' patterning tasks through simple associative learning ( Figure S3 ). Interestingly, a recent study found that the insect mushroom body GABAergic feedback pathway (the putative source of inhibitory inputs to Kenyon cells [15] ) is crucial for solving so-called ''non-elemental'' forms of learning [5] . It is thus possible that the necessity of GABAergic feedback lies in modulating Kenyon cell population sparseness and so affecting configural coding capacity.
Plasticity in PN-KC Synapses Affects Peak Shift and Patterning Task in Opposite Directions
To explore how learning among PN-KC and KC-EN synapses contributes to performance in peak shift and patterning discrimination, we trained the model with different sets of learning rates (Supplemental Experimental Procedures). Positive rate here refers to the learning rate for CS+ and negative rate refers to learning for CSÀ, for modifying the activated synapses. Beginning with a fixed positive rate (0.006) for PN-KC and KC-EN synapses and various negative rates, heatmaps for peak shift are generated by detecting the proportion of groups (ten groups in total, each trained with ten virtual bees) that have peak responses to novel stimuli that are farther away from CSÀ than CS+ and are significantly higher (p < 0.05) than the responses to CS+ ( Figure 3A) . Similarly, heatmaps for patterning are made by detecting the proportion of groups (ten group in total, each trained with ten virtual bees on inputs of various similarities) that can significantly differentiate (p < 0.05) single odors from their binary mixture. Thus, performance under each set of learning rates is shown as a probability of successful behavioral reproduction. We found that a large negative rate (relative to the positive rate) among KC-EN synapses is critical to induce peak shift, consistent with experimental findings [1] . Moreover, when we fix the PN-KC synapses but implement plasticity in KC-EN, the model can no longer reproduce peak shift ( Figure 3B ); in contrast, for positive and negative patterning, almost all of the sets can induce good patterning discrimination, but simulations with plastic PN-KC synapses actually perform slightly worse than with fixed PN-KC synapses. This suggests that plasticity in PN-KC synapses facilitates peak shift but may hinder patterning discrimination.
Effects of Classes of Kenyon Cells on Peak Shift and Patterning Tasks
Honeybee mushroom bodies contain two classes of intrinsic cells: class I, or spiny Kenyon cells with wide-field dendritic arborizations, and class II, or clawed Kenyon cells with small-field arborizations [44] . Above we have modeled class II. Since class I is less researched in bees, we substitute information from locusts, where class I Kenyon cells [44, 45] may receive input from $50% of the projection neuron population [46] . We build a variety of models, each having only one specific number of PN-to-KC connections, from 1% to 70% of all 100 projection neurons. Using the Kenyon cell activation for pattern 51 (in the middle of the input continuum) as the reference, we calculate the Kenyon cell activation similarity between the reference pattern and the entire input continuum ( Figure S4A) for each of the different models. Before learning, class I Kenyon cell models (PN-to-KC = 45-55) show good specificity, in agreement with previous suggestions [46] (Figure S4A , the ''naïve'' case); absolute training on class I models leads to a broad generalization to novel input patterns, and differential training results in moderate generalization ( Figure S4A , ''abs'' and ''dif''). In contrast, class II models (PN-to-KC = 5-15) show consistently narrow generalization to novel patterns both before and after learning. The area under the response similarity curve over the input continuum for each model ( Figure S4B ) confirms this, suggesting that class I Kenyon cells may facilitate generalization, while class II Kenyon cells may be more reliable for discrimination.
We thus predict that a model with a connectivity scheme of $50% projection neuron per Kenyon cell is likely to do well in peak shift and not so well in patterning discrimination, as the two tasks require generalization and fine discrimination capacity, respectively. Indeed, the class I model perform similarly in peak shift and clearly worse in patterning tasks ( Figure 3C ) than the original class II model ( Figure 3A) . The comparison between the class I model performance with and without PN-KC synaptic plasticity ( Figures 3C and 3D ) also confirms that PN-KC plasticity contributes to peak shift and patterning discrimination differently. We also test performance of models with different PNto-KC connection numbers for both peak shift and patterning discrimination ( Figure S4C ), finding that with increasing PN-to-KC connection numbers, the probability of peak shift increases while the probability of both positive and negative patterning decreases.
PN-KC Plasticity and PN-to-KC Connection Number Can
Control the Generalization-Discrimination Trade-off Sparse coding in mushroom body neurons in insects [8, 15] reduces the overlap between stimulus representations and thus may support the encoding of specific addressable memory and discrimination [15] . However, it might have a disadvantage for generalization [47] , e.g., very sparse representation may separate overlapping stimuli into non-overlapped configural codes. Optimal discrimination will be feasible in this case, but generalization is not possible, and vice versa, generating a generalization-discrimination trade-off [47] . We hypothesized that PN-KC plasticity and PN-to-KC connection number can affect this trade-off. We thus compare the generalization and discrimination capacity of class I model (PN-to-KC = 45-55) and class II model (PN-to-KC = 5-15) with and without plastic PN-KC synapses. For generalization, various pairs of two patterns (both as CS+) of decreased similarity are used to train the class I and class II models. The generalization score is the difference between trained model responses to a novel pattern (between the two training patterns) and to the two training patterns ( Figure 4A) . Similarly, for discrimination ( Figure 4A ), models are trained with various pairs of two patterns of decreasing similarity-one as CS+ and another CSÀ. The discrimination score is the response difference of trained model to CS+ and CSÀ. (A) With plastic PN-KC synapses, three heatmaps show the probability of the model in reproducing peak shift and in significantly solving positive and negative patterning under a different set of learning rates, respectively. Note that the positive learning rate for both PN-KC and KC-EN synapses is fixed at 0.006, and the negative learning rate for the two levels of synapses varies from 0.001 to 0.012 with an increment of 0.001. The probability for peak shift is calculated as the frequency of groups of virtual bees (of ten groups) that display significant peak shift as follows: peak responses to a novel response farther away from CSÀ than CS+, and peak responses that are significantly higher than the responses to CS+ (paired-sample t test with a significance level of 0.05). In positive and negative patterning, each square indicates the frequency of groups of virtual bees (of ten groups) that can significantly (paired-sample t test with a significance level of 0.05) discriminate single odor patterns from the binary mixture. Both class I and class II models with fixed PN-KC synapses show lower generalization scores but higher discrimination scores than models with plastic PN-KC synapses. This suggests that with fixed PN-KC synapses, both models show naturally optimal discrimination but limited generalization capacity. Thus, the learning capacity in PN-KC synapses, or the microcircuits in mushroom body calyces [48] , might be able to control the generalization-discrimination trade-off. The class I model shows a better generalization score but poorer discrimination than the class II model, suggesting that PN-to-KC connection number might also contribute to this trade-off, with class I Kenyon cells being better at generalization and class II Kenyon cells being better at discrimination. Taken together, PN-KC plasticity and different classes of Kenyon cells may serve as a compensation in the natural inadequacy of Kenyon cell sparse coding in generalization. Mixtures of different classes of Kenyon cells thus may grant flexibility in adapting to generalization and discrimination contexts; this needs further experimental study. 
